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“ Do not be ashamed of our concurrences, even if they happen to be with political groups that
think very differently on larger issues. […] Our project is for the country, not the Government”
“ The 2017 budget will include a call for 7,000 public jobs, consisting of 2,500 doctors and nurses,
2,000 teachers, 500 Mossos d’Esquadra, 150 fire-fighters and 300 tax agency employees”
“ In the previous budget, public spending reached 73.6%, the highest percentage on record”

A safe and fair country
for everyone, regardless
of who you are or where
you come from

A Catalonia that
is active and present
around the world

An energy
efficient and
sustainable country

Catalan Communities
Abroad Law
Electronic voting for
Catalans living abroad

Law on Climate Change
National Agreement for
Energy Transition

Línia 9 and the Vallés Metro

Counterterrorism
Operations Programme
Law on the Right
to a Digital Death

Restoring confidence
in the institutions that
ensure the active
engagement of citizens
Code of conduct
for senior officials
7,000 new
public jobs

General
Political
Orientation
Debate

Strategic Board for the
Mediterranean Corridor

A new model for the
productive economy
National Agreement on Industry
2016-2020 Agricultural
Cooperation Framework Plan

High quality
employment
for everyone

A social protection
network that
dignifies individuals

Law on Professional Training
and Qualification

Catalan Social
Protection Agency
3rd Support Plan for the
Third Social Sector

A connected
country

A welfare state
that guarantees
equal opportunities

A country where
everyone can develop
their personal project

Law on Universal
Access to Healthcare

Strengthening ‘high
complexity’ centres

Comprehensive Plan to
improve waiting lists

‘Little readers’ campaign

Personalised Professional
Orientation Programme
Catalan Tax Agency

“ These are transcendent times in our history. Unlike other periods and important
moments, however, today’s decisions will be made by voting. The future of
Catalonia must be decided through the vote of the Catalans,
for the good of all of us and the good of our children”

